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Abstract

The sudden onset of demands for the basic human right to health during the pandemic has shown a light on the proverbial cracks in the global system. These cracks may manifest as varying types of corruption. It begs the question, what are the ways corruption has been manifesting in different contexts in impeding these demands? This article proposes a categorization to examine the myriad of ways corruption manifests in relation to responses to Covid-19 induced changes, utilizing examples from different countries and contexts. This paper concludes with various strategies to combat corruption and managerial implications.

Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO) announced the Covid-19 pandemic spreading on March 11, 2020. By early 2022, less than two years after the WHO’s proclamation, there were 410,565,868 cumulative confirmed cases and almost 6 million deaths. Covid-19 has brutalized communities around the world leaving in its wake devastating sadness and loss. Countries, industries, firms, and individuals are feeling the ripples of the impact of the pandemic, some potentially leading to the perpetuation of socioeconomic sacrifice and systemic injustice. With tens of billions of dollars or more at stake, there is tremendous incentive and opportunity to engage in various forms of corruption particularly along the health services value chain. Under typical circumstances six to seven percent of global healthcare spending is
diverted to corrupt activities. The 2020 estimates of global healthcare spending at USD $8.3 trillion in early pandemic, put the diversion to corrupt activities at nearly half a billion dollars. The state of emergency leads to the concentration of power in management of the crisis, while concurrently a huge amount of money flows into the sector. In addition to the pre-existing corrupt practices, with the global spread of the pandemic, in 2020 alone more than 1800 ordinary people contacted Transparency International with Covid-19 oriented concerns about corruption. Thus, the power given to the authorities in emergencies increases the corruption concerns in the healthcare sector, and traditional anti-corruption policies may be insufficient in responding.

Yet some of the corrupt practices may be associated with the perceived corruption levels of a country. Corruption occurs when an actor abusively leverages their power for private gain to themselves. Typical forms of corruption include quid pro quo, bribery, manipulation, favoritism, fraud, skimming, misrepresentation, and cronyism, to name a few. These practices mar the truth and are hidden with secrecy. Corruption is facilitated by a lack of transparency, high speed processes, and a disabling environment. Historically, corruption in business was typically examined in market decisions and political decisions however, now science-related decisions have entered into mainstream consideration, widening the scope for further malfeasance.

Public goods and corruption are intrinsically related. Government spending has sometimes been linked to corruption. Hessami found when creating a government budget, the amount of rent-creating spending is positively associated with corruption. Arvate et al. also found evidence among OECD countries that government spending is directly related to the relative degree of corruption in public and private markets. Desierto formally modeled the “political resource curse” in which the rents appropriated from natural resource revenues occur during the provision of public goods. In a different investigation, she discovered a sequence of events where at certain levels, a politician may obtain extra income through bribes, but later, after a certain threshold, the additional phenomenon of thievery emerges.

One critical role played by governments is the attainment of various public health goals, particularly accessing effective and safe vaccines for their respective populations. Yet not all vaccines are created equal, and nor is access. This puts pressure on the systems engaged in allocating, distributing, and prioritizing vaccines. Consequently, while seeking to meet public health mandates, the pressure may form an environment for corruption to occur. It is argued by some at the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime that
vaccines should be a public good and, as such special attention should be paid to actively mitigating corruption in the supply chain so as to facilitate equitable access. Meanwhile, product supply chains are facing incredible disruption from global economic shocks and are seeking to stabilize through managing cash flows.

Under the extraordinary circumstances for the public health expenditures, let us examine the pathway of development from the germination of vaccine research through to government purchasing for distribution. Note that while we offer in Figure 1 a classification for the corruption during the pandemic and present many examples and stories here to be thorough, this is not comprehensive. In addition, while the examples included here are representative of each category, they are not necessarily fully mutually exclusive in practice.

**Figure 1. Corruption by Motivations during the Pandemic**
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**Science-oriented Decisions**

*Corruption in Research and Development processes*

A substantial amount of both public and private R&D investment has been made in racing to develop diagnostic tools, therapies, and vaccines. It is common for a vaccine to take 10.71 years to be brought to the US market, and yet hardly a year passed before the first vaccine was available. The R&D process is multipronged, beginning with an initial research stage, patent application, testing in preclinical settings, three clinical trials, and concluding with the process of registration, each state with its own hurdles to pass and authorities to appease. In a conflict of interest example provided by a whistleblower at Pfizer during stage III clinical trials as reported to the *British Medical Journal*, some at the company were reported to have falsified data points, employed inadequately trained personnel, de-
blinded participants, and deferred reporting on some of the negative side-effects.  

As UNICEF’s survey on vaccine hesitancy shows, some citizens cite the short time horizon in refusing to be vaccinated, believing not enough research has been performed. This reflects an undermining belief as to the safety and efficacy of the vaccine by some of the at-large population. Abbasi points out the risk of “suppression of science” for financial gains as Covid-19 gives free rein to state corruption on a large scale. In addition, masses that are skeptical about corrupt government officials are unlikely to get vaccinated. A survey of South Africans found that 70% of the population believes the response to the pandemic is highly corrupt and the government is not trustworthy enough to ensure the safety of the vaccines. This is higher than the global mean, where the OECD reports 45% of world citizens to believe there is corruption in the health sector, though the number drops to 33% in OECD-specific countries.  

In other infrequent instances, a few countries are accused of trying to digitally steal R&D information. For instance, Russian hackers were cited in the mass media as trying to steal data from American, Canadian, and British organizations. The supposed motive was not to sabotage but rather to speed their own nation’s progress in vaccine development.  

*Corruption in Innovation Agreements*

This fast-paced atmosphere creates other opportunities for corruption as the basic standards for vaccine and drug developments are not being met in the contracts. It can be unclear how much of the missing information or opacity from these billion-dollar contracts is due to the urgent public interest or due to the abuse of the circumstances by the drug companies. Patents are protected by the innovating firms, liability shields are given, and vaccine prices are kept confidential while the risks associated with the vaccine/drug development are shared by the people, either as use of the public funds or as the liability protection.  

Examining the agreements, stakeholders sometimes fast-track negotiations which can result in a lack of transparency regarding what is - and is not - included in the innovation agreements and contracts in and of themselves. The demands of the drug firms in terms of contracts are found extreme in many cases. As mass media reported during their negotiations with Pfizer, several countries complained of “unfair and abusive contractual demands,” but still signed redacted contracts whose terms are hidden from the public knowledge.  

Oftentimes when an agreement contract is published, it contains redactions. While redactions can be used to protect proprietary information,
they can also be used to selectively report and manipulate data. Transparency International analyzed 182 such agreements for 12 distinct covid-19 vaccines - only one contract contained no redactions, while many others had pages upon pages of redactions. This may particularly be exacerbated when a laboratory or a university is involved due to the non-disclosures, indemnity agreements, and confidentiality declarations that are often required for these arrangements. Despite several requests for transparent information under the Freedom of Information Act, many of the requests have been rejected. This is more commonly associated with high-income countries putting low-income countries potentially at a disadvantage with regards to equitable global access and pricing. With regards to the latter, it was found that the high-income countries were paying the least per vaccine than lower-income, middle income; and upper middle-income countries were paying an average of 25% more than the high-income countries.  

**Corruption in Medical Distribution Systems**

While most distribution systems have been adversely affected by the associated Covid-19 lockdowns and slowdowns, the medical industry distribution systems have been put under increasing pressure. Moving personal protective equipment (PPE) became difficult, and the problems were magnified when temperature-sensitive vaccines came to the market. Now, distribution channels need to store, handle, transport, manage stock, and maintain service delivery across state lines. The most obvious corruption threat is theft for redistribution in the shadow economy or for private use. This phenomenon of stolen or missing vaccines occurs more often when supply is low, and demand is high. This can occur both during transportation in the supply chain and while stored in the final destination (e.g., medical and hospital settings). It is claimed by the Turkish press to have happened at the Taşkent State Hospital in Konya, a central Anatolian city. Here not only Covid-19 vaccines went missing, but also seven other types of vaccines ranging from tetanus to hepatitis B are claimed to have disappeared. Likewise, doctors can sometimes engage in various types of malpractice; for example, Italy is currently investigating some of these intermediaries who are accused of skimming off and selling vaccines on the shadow market as reported in media sources. Meanwhile, it has been reported that some practitioners are not administering vaccines but are forging official vaccination cards, paperwork, and records, as happened in New York.
Market-oriented Decisions

Corruption in Public Procurement

The health procurement processes during the pandemic highlighted the problems of procurement centralization and bureaucratic conformity, in addition to the lack of preparation for emergency situations and the lack of coordination. The problems created mistrust within the public sector and between authorities and suppliers. It is during standard global circumstances that the public procurement process reveals the greatest threat of corruption among the range of government functions, particularly because of the high volumes negotiated. It is estimated that 15-30% of the GDP is made up of public procurement in some countries. In the pre-bidding stage, corruption may manifest as inappropriate demand estimates, skipping the bidding process, and skewing tender documents to prioritize a favored bidder. Alternatively, in the procurement process, due to the speed of some crises, public and equitable procurement processes are at risk of being circumvented in favor of direct contracts, potentially without the controls in place for the detection and mitigation of corrupt abuses. In the bidding process, the risk of kickbacks and bribes increases, as does the potential for collusion by actors. After the bidding stage has been completed, corruption may emerge in the form of falsified invoices, changing agreements, and failure to deliver. Corrupt government officials may again demand kickbacks, and suppliers may capitalize on shortages to inflate prices without contract controls in place. The risk of procuring inappropriate, ineffective, and falsified vaccines and other products by the government also increases. Should this be the case, it may undermine the citizens’ trust in the government and, by proxy, its response to the crisis at hand.

Sometimes the bidding process can manifest as a “single bidding” wherein there is only one company that bids on a contract. This can happen when the other industry players know from previous experience that the focal buyer only wants to make deals with a certain supplier. In this case, the players who did not bid are actively choosing not to engage in the sham contest and instead choosing to deploy their time and resources to more likely contracts. Similarly, in the early days of the pandemic Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project (OOCRP) reported that the companies that won the urgent tenders for the supply of protective equipment in Italy were dubious companies. Likewise, in several questionable public contracts, the waste and fraud of medical supplies and embezzlement of healthcare funds are increasingly being reported. Unfortunately, the opacity in governance lowers the chance of establishing appropriate business-government cooperation and efficient public procurement.
In Africa, Zimbabwe’s Minister of Health was fired in July 2020 due to claims stated in mass media as selecting a multi-million USD contract with inflated medical equipment costs. Similarly, in Kenya, the Senate Health Committee is examining the criminal misuse of pandemic funds exceeding $69 million for procurement and supply of pandemic-related equipment.

Corruption in Vaccine Deployment

The falsification, counterfeiting, and underperformance of vaccines can emerge when an organized criminal group collaborates to take advantage of gaps in both medical systems and criminal systems. This can occur from corrupt governments and from pharmaceutical firms with a history of paying fines connected to suspected bribery agreements. Despite massive multi-million dollar fines for these various pharmaceutical companies, the potential for profits is believed to often outstrip the costs of getting caught. Engendered by massive global demand and competition for PPE, testing equipment, and vaccines, criminal groups may falsify and traffic these through said gaps.

Decision making with regards to the allocation of vaccines for prioritized groups and those adjacent to (e.g., the elderly, those working or volunteering in medical facilities, those in small indigenous communities) may be vulnerable to the corruption risks of nepotism and favoritism. Further corruption in the decision making process may be associated with policy and the distribution of particularly surrounding conflicts of interest. Despite the vaccine being considered a public good, the gulf between the vaccine have and have-nots has been termed the “vaccine apartheid.” This may be exacerbated by some countries enacting policies to keep manufactured vaccines within country borders. Estimates indicated nine in ten persons living in the most underdeveloped countries were not likely to receive a vaccination in 2021. Countries like South Africa have seen fewer doses provided and, at one point, were being charged twice what some members of the European Union were paying, according to some mass media sources. At the same time, it has been reported that the South African police found vaccine ampules of unregistered and falsified counterfeit vaccines. Interpol issued warnings about this style of corrupt organized crime in December 2020. Later in March 2021, Interpol arrested 80 suspects in collaboration with the Chinese police force with regards to an alleged syndicate marketing falsified vaccines. In such circumstances, wealthier members of communities and those with political power in countries with access to vaccines may pay bribes and high markups to “jump the line” and access vaccines sooner. For instance, financial media reported that vaccine
ampules had been found on the Deep Web selling for $1200 apiece in Lagos, Nigeria.48

**Corruption in Lockdown Enforcement**

The pervasiveness of corruption in a country has implications on how the people and businesses react when new rules for public health are imposed. Everyday citizens may sometimes participate in corrupt activities in order to break the rules for personal gain.49 The empirical analysis by Gani on Tunisia indicates a very high level of irresponsible behavior of the citizens to breach the lockdown.50 His study found evidence for the causality of the irresponsible behaviors of the people and the corruption as the forms of abuse of power and favoritism. At times, penalties may not be fairly given, and permissions may be granted unequally for some firms and individuals with good social and political ties.

Reinforcing trust between citizens and governments is key to successful crisis management during the pandemic. However, widespread corruption can break the bond of trust in most countries. Thus, while governments attempt to keep their citizens safe through the employment of lockdowns, some members of society are breaking the lockdowns and curfews. The lack of transparency and trust in public authorities plays a major role in the inefficiency of the lockdown measures.51

**Politics-oriented Decisions**

**Corruption in Government Reporting**

Some governments have shown signs of underreporting the number of Covid-19 cases. In an extreme example reported in the news, the previous president of Tanzania - President John Magufuli - while originally reporting numbers, then shifted policy to officially report no cases or deaths from the virus and banned the wearing of masks.52 He proclaimed in a church service in 2020 that “the corona disease has been eliminated by God,” and the country was pandemic free.53 Yet, he passed in March 2021. His death was officially attributed to heart troubles but it was widely speculated by the public and the media that the cause was Covid-19 virus complications.54-55 New President Samia Suluhu Hassan has overturned much of the authoritarian dictates, has begun to form a science-based advisory committee, and she has started publishing official numbers through the World Health Organization.56 In a similar situation, North Korea has yet to report any Covid-19 cases. While the country has actively rejected vaccine doses citing doubt over efficacy, the WHO has begun shipping medical supplies related to Covid-19.57,58
Transparency International indicates data manipulation has been a clear indicator of corruption.\textsuperscript{59} This can cause misallocation, spikes in rates, and mistrust across a performance-portrayal gap in government reporting as compared to citizen experiences. Also, various inequities in public resources and uneven manufacturing capacity have impacted the order in which countries are procuring vaccines, thus also impacting which members of the community have access to vaccines.

Sometimes the low reporting rates are because of limited access to testing equipment.\textsuperscript{60} This falsely low infection rate means results from some countries are not generalizable to other countries and settings.\textsuperscript{61} Despite these conflicting publications, Mwananyanda \textit{et al.} found in the case in Zambia low testing rate was the cause of a low prevalence. This has been corroborated in many studies where the rate was low, but the population showed high antibody rates.\textsuperscript{62} At one point, Brazil removed its cumulative data from official health ministry websites, declaring the statistics are not a true representation of the “moment the country is in.”\textsuperscript{63} In another case, Turkish official Covid-19 mortality rates are significantly lower compared to countries with similar case numbers.\textsuperscript{64} Interestingly, the Turkish Medical Association, an independent organization of physicians, reported four times higher mortality for the year 2020 with their collected data raises questions about the accuracy of the government reporting.\textsuperscript{65}

\textbf{Corruption in Information Practices}

Zimbabwe’s government ranks 10th as highly fragile on the Fragile States Index.\textsuperscript{66} The country is reportedly high in corruption which is corroborated by its Corruption Perception Index rating. It has been reported by the media that in Zimbabwe alone, the health minister and the director of epidemiology and disease control were arrested in conjunction with procuring medical supplies and payment irregularities to co-workers, private vehicles, and hiring relatives.\textsuperscript{67} Smart people are committing smart crimes in the shadow economy and sometimes get away with it due to the dearth of transparent information available. The insecurity people feel about not only the government but the healthcare workers can have secondary impacts in the years to come. For example, after the Ebola crisis in Sierra Leone, the mother mortality surged. Elston \textit{et al.} found it was the high levels of mistrust that encouraged pregnant women to avoid the hospital - where employees learned to demand fees for previously free healthcare services - in favor of home birth.\textsuperscript{68} In the aftermath of the Ebola crisis, women were disproportionately still being affected.\textsuperscript{69}

Yet this obscuring and withholding of information is also prevalent in less corrupt countries and regional blocs like the European Union. The European
Commission has refused to release its documentation regarding purchase agreements and negotiations in connection with vaccines in response to the complaints about public access.\textsuperscript{70} The confidentiality is often meant to protect patents and proprietary information but is being used to prevent public knowledge of quantities of vaccines procured, contract conditions, and the timeline for distribution.

\textit{Corruption against Journalism}

Sometimes, those who speak out against corruption are vilified. Some journalists are losing their jobs from verbal attacks both in-person and online, while others are losing their jobs due to legal intimidation tactics. These threats can emerge from both the state and from laypersons presenting a high risk to the field of truthful journalism. In the Philippines, it has been reported that Maria Ressa, the founder of a news website, is facing her 10th arrest warrant, libel proceedings, and a six-year jail sentence for speaking out against how the government is handling the Covid-19 situation. \textsuperscript{71} While Ressa is appealing the sentencing, she is still the victim of highly explicit abuse on Twitter.\textsuperscript{71} Public Health Expert Anthony Leachon was pressured to quit the Covid-19 taskforce stating the group had bowed to various political pressures in the Philippines, according to the same report. He continued to speak out demanding the release of real-time data and yet received mockery, ridicule, and was publicly cursed by President Rodrigo Duterte.\textsuperscript{72}

In another example, Hopewell Chin’ono, investigative journalist in Zimbabwe, reported on a $60 million USD procurement fraud (see above for procurement fraud examples) by Health Minister Moyo. While President Emmerson Mnangagwa fired the Health Minister, it is journalist Chin’ono himself who is facing charges of “inciting public violence,” according to media reports. Some have even called his arrest an abduction as no warrant was produced.\textsuperscript{73,74}

Given this series of science, market, and political-oriented aspects of corruption, let us briefly examine some ways to mitigate corruption and managerial implications.

\textbf{Actions for Managers}

The pandemic has created a new normal for businesses and required a new set of priorities for CEOs. Managers need to rethink how the firm operates, what matters more, and why the firm exists for the long-term financial security of the company. The new normal facilitates public-private partnerships to manage and share the risks of the large projects and to fulfill the government’s responsibilities to the public.\textsuperscript{75} However, there are challenges for the business leaders from both the economic and moral
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spheres in the unprecedented times of pandemic. When it comes to public-private partnerships, executives' social ties and perceptions always matter. But at the same time, such ties are prone to create unhealthy outcomes. Managers with ties to government officials or politicians are more likely to engage in corruption, and they tend to rationalize that corruption is a necessity for being competitive in such markets. Moreover, it is not easy to deal with corruption when it has become a usual procedure of doing business.

Nevertheless, the costs of anti-market activities must be addressed even under urgent circumstances. Although there is no consensus among the business community on what corruption is and how to deal with it, multinational firms may wish to generate a resilience-oriented management standard for more accountable operations in the aftermath of the pandemic. Setting anti-corruption policies and creating a company code against corrupt practices can help to improve a moral organizational culture. Public statements on websites against corrupt practices, as a first step, may demonstrate the willingness of the company to acknowledge and deal with the problem. But, as the importance and relevance of the public-private collaborations have been seen by the pandemic, traditional anti-corruption policies are likely to be insufficient in response to an emergency. Thus, managers need to take strict and broader actions against corruption.

✓ Managers in science industries can develop contracts with greater transparency and fewer redactions to promote confidence in vaccine development while reducing hearsay, conspiracies, and misinformation.

✓ International managers working with the sciences can press for greater fairness in negotiating vaccine prices across country borders with various contract controls.

✓ Managers can develop protocols for public and private procurement processes to help alleviate collusion, kickbacks, and falsified information on the general market.

✓ Relatedly, leadership can shift performance incentives to acknowledge high-risk market regions and settings.

✓ Politically, managers can press for accurate measures and counts from country officials so as to increase the likelihood of appropriate forecasting models and scenarios.

✓ Within the company, establishing an “open hiring model” may help to avoid nepotism and favoritism.

✓ In company projections, some may build the cost of avoiding bribery into their estimates and deal with the setting using alternative methods if it is still profitable in that market.
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✓ Walk away from markets where doing business by avoiding corruption is associated with a high risk.
✓ Provide a performance report on the anti-corruption commitments of the company.
✓ Finally, for managers in international business deals, approaching joint ventures during these unstable times may increase trust and communication while expelling opportunistic behaviors through the use of contractual agreements.\(^{50}\)
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